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Integrated Platform for the European 
Research Infrastructure ON Cultural 
Heritage
For more information : 
http://www.iperionch.eu/home
Establishing
a unique European research 
infrastructure for restoration 
and conservation of Cultural 
Heritage
Horizon 2020 – Work Programme 
2014-2015 for European research 
infrastructures
❏ 23 partners : Europe + USA 
(Getty Institut)
❏ National facilities of excellence
❏ Access to scientific instruments, 
methodologies, data and tools for 
the preservation of Cultural 
Heritage. 
❏ Connecting researchers in the 
Humanities and Natural Sciences
❏ Trans-National Access
Map available with Dariah Geo-Browser
European partners
Integrated trans-national access 
platforms : 
❏ Making scientific tools and 
knowledge available to Heritage 
scientists





Map available with Dariah Geo-Browser
Facilities
ARCHLAB : access to scientific information in archives, 











FIXLAB : access to large-scale facilities (synchrotrons, 
neutron sources, accelerators)
AGLAE - C2RMF (FR)
BNC-WIGNER (HU)
MTA Atomki (HU)
SOLEIL - IPANEMA 
(FR)
MOLAB : access to a collection of advanced mobile analytical 
instrumentation for non-invasive measurements
CNR-INO (IT)










❏ 2 questionnaires :
- 1st : “IPERION CH data management 
survey for facilities”
- 2nd : “Questionnaire on data sets of 
IPERION CH”
❏ Results :
- 78 homogenous datasets (1st questionnaire)

















































Closed formats for 
images and raw 
data (analyses 
results)
Open formats for 
texts and sounds
Data types
❏ Digital data except :
- “Reports and grey literature collection” (C2RMF)
- “Imaging collection” (C2RMF)
❏ Various formats :
Data hosting
Internal servers
External hard disks LTO tapes
Computers...
1st solution 2nd solution Other solutions
❏ Data producer = data owner
❏ Data only available on demand











❏ Only one facility : Royal Institute for Cultural 
Heritage (BE) uses a licence Creative Commons 
3.0 by-nc-nd for one dataset
❏ 2 facilities are thinking about licensing their 
datasets:
- AGLAE-C2RMF (FR) for  “Digital reports 
and grey literature” and “Digital imaging”
- CATS (DK) for “CATS Reference Collection 
Database and Digital Documentation”






Various materials and analyses
methods
Closed formats for raw data
No licenses
